
 
Criteria II – Teaching, Learning and Evaluation 

 
Student Satisfaction Survey Questionnaire 

 

2.7.1 STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY  

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 

 

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 

 

 

3. How well were the teachers able to communicate? 

 



 

 

4.  The teachers approach to teaching can best be described as 

 

 

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers 

 

6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you? 

 

 



7. Does the institute take active interest in promoting internship, field visit opportunities for 
students?  
 

 

8.  How teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, social and 
emotional growth?  
 

 

9. How does the institution provide multiple opportunities to learn and grow?  
 

 

 

10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course outcomes and program 
outcomes.  
 



 

 

 
11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.  
 

 

12. How teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications? 

 

 

 

 



13. How the teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level of 
challenges. 

 

14. How Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome them? 

 

15. The institution makes efforts to engage students in the monitoring review and continuous   
      quality improvement of the teaching learning process. 

 

 

 
 
 



16. The institute / teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, 
participative learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences. 

 

 

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities. 

 

18. Efforts are made by the institute / teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and  
      employability skills to make you ready for the world of work. 

 

 

 

 

 



19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, multimedia, etc. while 
teaching? 

 

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good. 

 

 
21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching-learning experience in  
      your institution. 
 

1 Need to change infrastructure  

2 Everything was good 

3 Everything is good 

4 To support to join in extracurricular activities 

5 Good at teaching  

6 To teach more 

7 Much but should develop culturals 

8 . 

9 Super  



10 Teacher shouldn't get angry by asking the same doubt for many times  

11 
Some teachers were good in their explanation that we learn and understand easily but 
some teachers are like coming to the class and just writing on the board and just reading 
those written words .. that shouldn't be followed.. have a look on that ..   ♂  

12 Superrrrrr 

13 Nothing   

14 Improve lab facilities 

15 Nil 

16 Its could be nice. nothing can change in institution 

17 
Change a clg timing to 10 to 3 pm , and teachers must understand a students  mental 
problems well . 

18 Give important questions regularly  

19 Nothing  

20 Be the same  

21 Nothing 

22 Yes better than  

23 Improve  the labs 

24 yes. But the teachers are well learned... qualified...  

25 Teaching is good  

26 Better  

27 Helpful  

28 Dean should Reduce her angry to the students 

29 
More practical method of teaching along IV can be arranged for the students for better 
understanding of the respective topics  

30 
Can be elaborate more to understand the concept and teacher should speak loud and they 
want to go slow with us to understand their concept they are going very fast to complete 
it so we can't able to understand it  

31 Nothing to say 

32 They should know every persons talent and should guide them in proper way 

33 Daily life of example  

34 Nothing 



35 Can be more interactive  

36 Average  

37 Continue the same  

38 More staff will help 

39 Good 

40 Yes 

41  They give a great education method to learn about ourselves 

42 Encourage the students skills 

43 Not bad 

44 Yes 

45 Nil 

46 Very well 

47 
You'll figure out based on the survey results and the previous form asked my email mail 
ID twice.  

48 Nothing 

49 Nothing 

50 
AtFirst, improve the environment of institution ..it's very poor and unhygienic.. improve 
the basis 

51 Be friendly  

52 
Teachers should not do lie and they should teach only the lessons they should not talk 
about there family or any other stories  

53 Therla 

54 Good  

55 Better 

56 Very good 

57 Very well  

58 No suggestions 

59 To teach us in easy manner  

60 What 



61 Very good 

62 To continuing these methods are satisfied for us 

63 Nothing 

64 Good 

65 Nil 

66 Nothing  

67 Improve teaching methods  

68 Should improve the lab facility... 

69 
 Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. Try to reach every student and ask 
for their doubts. 

70 Nothing  

71 Teachers are very good in teaching  

72 Okey  

73 Want more caring ,and always monitoring each and every student. 

74 Good night  

75 No suggestions needed  

76 Good  

77 Very well 

78 Don't scold staffs in front of students  

79 No 

80 No suggestions  

81 No 

82 Exelent 

83 Nothing 

84 Expalain in gadgest and prefer books 

85 Encourage us 

86 To Teach New ideas for 3rd year students  



87 Good 

88 
Teaching is very gud in our department Pls kindly arrange fans in our class room and also 
a projector for our dept projector room 

89 Nothing  

90 Nothing  

91 How the student can understand by the career  is the example that I learned 

92 
Overall the learning and teaching experience good. But there is less opportunitues for 
extra curricular activities and less awareness of programs conducted in college.  

93 Nothing 

94 This teaching-learning method is good 

95 Nothing  

96 Yes 

97 Null 

98 While teaching they use projectors  

99 Good 

100 Teacher to note all tha student and do something new for the slow leaners  

101 Good learning experience  

102 First of all make a good road on back gate  

103 
Teach in easy way to understand..always giving notes rather then they can teachwith real 
time examples... 

104 While teaching use the LCD projecter to understand easy.  

105 
Would prefer if the classes were more engaging. Internships and other such activities to 
improve study-life skills and talent must be made available to all streams ofcourses 

106 It is good keep going  

107 
Teaching can be in pratical manner and the content can made by may from the student 
side by the teacher questioner  

108 Nothing 

109 
Both boys and girls restrooms looking dirty so pls clean the bathrooms as soon as 
possible 

110 Need to improve what the students are learning in the subjects  

111 
Need to give some home work,test,seminars to improve our skills, need to respond 
properly,give us some extra information like current affairs and about jobs and 
internships. 



112 Might develop over a period of time  

113 Good 

114 Very well teaching and learning 

115 Very well  keep teaching like this.....   

116 To improve our management 

117 teachers has to take lessons by giving right definition and quality of teaching  

118 Get smart class 

119 Yes providing  

120 Nil 

121 Not 

122 No  

123 Remarkable 

124 Good 

125 Nothing  

126 Teach friendly  

127 I'm ok with this teaching 

128 Good enough for education 

129 Try to communicate with students  

130 Good but sometimes the tutor is partially thinking 

131 Nothing  

132 Sorry, I don't have any. 

133 More interaction needed 

134 Everything is good. 

135 Nothing 

136 Slow teaching  

137 Very good experience  



138 Good teaching 

139 Try to make students to understand the concept  

140 By interacting with students  

141 Everything is good  

142 To improve  

143 This method is good  

144 Nothing sir all ok not super 

145 Okey 

146 Helping in my future 

147 Better 

148 It's good but could be better 

149 
While teaching there should give break in between the class, break means give some time 
to relaxation   

150 
I don't have any suggestion about to improve the overall teaching,beacause i like the way 
they teach. 

151 Good 

152 Nothing  

153 
Teachers teaching the lesson slowly I will understand easyly and repeat tha lesson or 
question one time again tell clearly understanding 

154 good teaching and exposure 

155 Nothing 

156 Good 

157 Please to allow study with part time work 

158 They are teaching good..... But most of the students are not not able to understand. 

159 The portions should be covered  

160 Good 

161 Yes 

162 INTERACT. 

163 Nothing they all are teach well 



164 Some ok 

165 Some ok 

166 Its very useful to excute our knowledge and skills  

167 Good 

168 Nothing 

169 Nothing 

170 Not bad 

171 Please understand Students situation 

172 Okay   

173 Every thing is okay 

174 Good 

175 It's good  

176 Nothing  

177 Nothing 

178 Teachers must interact with students for more progress 

179 Good 

180 Need more practical classes 

181 Nothing  

182 Good ...I am happy to study here 

183 Good  

184 Good 

185   

186 
Teaching is not that bad in my institution, but we want teach us easily that by using the 
projector or some activities  

187 
The teachers has to make sure students are getting to learn the lesson and use different 
methods to teach if not understand. 

188 Make students communication better 

189 No need any changes   



190 Good 

191 

Everything is good but the management is always asking about the fees and they are 
mentioning some date to pay that particular but in that tine they are not giving the excart 
amount which we shoukd pay below tge day of fine day only the are telling tge amount so 
this is not good how can we arrange money i one day 

192 

First of all I don’t know my suggestion will be taken for consideration or not but still 
lovable institution and great skilled staffs but the only problem here in Hindustan is that 
students are not giving their 100% in their studies or even in spots they feel like they got 
a large amount of freedom to spend in a platform known as college its basically teenager 
things and can’t be changed . Institute should create separate team and appoint students 
who talk too well and whose way of approch is good to students and make that team to 
talk to students so that students may get more expert in what they are . I’m not joking but 
Hindustan there are more hidden talents in ur students start digging out and make them 
shine like diamonds of HCAS . If my suggestion is considered and you guys are 
comfortable with the idea i can explain more briefly , always ready to help for Hindustan. 
Proud HCASIAN ❤ . 

193 Give advice to every student achieve their goals  

194 Improve the teaching way 

195 Nothing 

196 
Teachers can give their opinion about student's seminar after finishing it to change their 
flaws  

197 No 

198 Good 

199 
They can be bilingual so that everyone can easily cope up with them and then classes can 
be taken in ppt which teaches us how to do a presentation as well 

200 Overall good but i suggest give many ideas and notes to help for studies 

201 Nothing 

202 Strongly disagree 

203 Good 

204 Overall its good only 

205 Good  

206 They are teaching good in 2nd year compared to 1st year 

207 Nil 

208 Good 

209 Super good  



210 Super good 

211 Ok 

212 Yes  

213 Friendly conversation with the teachers without partiality  

214 Need more reference books.... 

215 Learning experience was very good  

216 
Need some practical classes, activity work, and industrial visit, etc.. That helps us to face 
the real competition of work life..  

217 overall the learning experience was good 

218 Overall the learning experience is quite good  

219 I have learn more information my teacher  

220 Maintain as it is  

221 Very good  

222 I have learned more information in my teacher 

223 Speak with students and ask whether they are understanding the concept  

224 
Just by genuinely encouraging each and every student on the individuality they have and 
at the same time helping the student to get pass percentage by just teaching properly  

225 Soo good very well keep it up  

226 Superb  

227 Apart from Theoretical classes we need some Industrial visits & Practical classes 

228 We need some practical classes so take us to IV 

229 don't always try to complete the portions.think about our life and act accordingly mam/sir 

230 Good 

231 Had a very good experience learn apart from studies 

232 Try to teach in English language more 

233 Everything is fine 

234 None 

235 It's good 



236 Staffs should be open minded  

237 Try to change classrooms into smart classrooms  

238 Overall experience is satisfactory  

239 Good 

240 To improve something  

241 It's enough  

242 
The only suggestion is to don't dump all the time in class please give students a free time 
for atleast 10 minutes in a class..share some extra topics ..which will help in them for 
outer works like their daily routines.. 

243 need to improve 

244 Good teaching  

245 Keep friendly 

246 Try to give some practical knowledge  

247 Yes 

248 To emprove 

249 Nothing 

250 Don't be partial to students 

251 Make an iv for students  

252 They can use projector  

253 nothing  

254 Intenship programs to the students to improve discipline 

255 Yenga HOD edukura corporate accounting yengaluku puriyala 

256 If they give proper notes to students it's very helpful  

257 Moderate  

258 
I Agree that the above answers are on my own and I Requesting the Institute and 
Teachers to Improve the Classroom and Restroom Facilities because it is not Comfortable  
to Read and Write.Thank you. 

259 Assigning project based skills to the student 

260 Very good 



261 No 

262 Super education very us full 

263 More usefully  

264 Good 

265 Teach the concept through example  

266 Nothing  

267 Can improve teaching by teaching with real life examples,can use ICT tools for teaching  

268 Nothing to say 

269 Yes 

270 
Teaching is good but we want some more important notes for all subject to get more 
marks ,Thank You  

271 Teach deeply  

272 It's all good  

273 
Students who study tend to read more and more well, but students who student do not 
study They did not try to educate those students properly  

274 Extra curricular activities  

275 I suggest to improve way of speaking and give day to day life example  

276 Everything is fine 

277 Yes 

278 Yes i 

279 
Teacher should try to teach their subjects in easy and understanding methods like related 
stories and they want us too allow for all the sports and they have to give us proper 
ground to play 

280 Best professors and lecturers ever 

281 rural economic 

282 
SUMS VIDEO SHOULD BE POSTED IN GROUP. SO STUDENTS CAN REPLAY 
THE VIDEO N TIMES AND LEARN  

283 Good 

284 Good  

285 
Teachers must be given time to spend on their subjects other than concentrating in 
clerical works like data entries 



286 
The g-form is useless, unless the institution directly conduct a survey from random 
students and get to know the real situation. 

287 Give complete freedom to students 

288 Exdent the learning period  

289 Very well  

290 
I suggest to the institution to have a constant set of teaching staff... Uncovered syllabus 
was occurred due to rapid change of staffs.... And Second , we students never heard about 
internship ... I suggest to support us by providing the basic needs .. 

291 Everything is great !!  

292 Last 10 minutes what they have teach they should ask some important question. 

293 No comments 

294 
Teacher can reduce taking more of theoretical part and focus on practical experience. 
They can assign us practical projects related to or subjects. Sitting in the classes for hours 
and lestening to lecturer could reduce the intrest in the subject. 

295 Good  

296 To.maintain the same good progress 

297 Stay cool 

298 They can help students learning by teaching more practically  

299 Class must be in fun manner it helps to study the subject very well  

300 I'm satisfied  

301 Teachers and students bonding is less in my opinion  

302 Some more creative and interesting methods can be used for teaching  

303 average class teaching but LCD projector, multimedia etc. don't used  and lab 

304 I need some extra support from teachers, to clearify my doubts and problems 

305 Nothing  

306 Moderately they give observation learning experience was excellent in my institution 

307 Yes 

308 Encourage students  

309 Nothing  

310 Encourage more classes 



311 Improve extracurricular activities  

312 everything is okay,some practical experiment needed 

313 Lab classes can be more to learn practical 

314 Usage of updated softwares and tech might help improving the overall teaching. 

315 
teaching style is good but students need intenship if u give that opportunity thats better 
for them  

316 Good  

317 good  

318 Good  

319 Yes 

320 All ok thank you 

321 
Teachers have to maintain a friendly relationship with students,so that  everyone in class  
is able to learn the perspective subject without any  issue 

322 Try do to better 

323 Teacher must regularly come to class 

324 No 

325 Industrial visit (IV) 

326 Teachers can More effort to teach the students  

327 Is going all good 

328 Teacher concentrate only lessons but they should concentrate on general knowledge  

329 It's very comfortable to learn and friendly staff 

330 Nothing 

331 Teacher can understand in students position. 

332 teachers can do more practical examples while teaching like role play. 

333 Nothing 

334 
Go friendly with students...most of the teachers are stressed and put the stress as anger 
towards childrens 

335 Before conveing about something take time.. 

336 
Teachers try to communicate all students and identify their problems and talents to come 
out. 



337 
Teachers should give notes for the topics which they have covered and they should 
discuss the answer the previous question papers 

338 Please interact with students more  

339 
Effectively Looking into each kids negative and positive and making them be good in 
academics 

340 teacher should Will give everyday programming questions for individual students wish 

341 Internal marks should be given based on their  performance. 

342 Nothing  

343 Not bad 

344 Give equality to all the students  

345 Very excellent  

346 Superb  

347 
The institute can encourage students to participate in workshops or internships and can 
arrange for industrial visit  

348 Good 

349 That's very good  

350 Better learning for your teaching 

351 Good 

352 
Use some ICT tools to make interact students with their learning Concepts. Making a 
field visit can make students to overcome the difficulties of finding their goals as well as 
finding solutions for their goals in the IT sector.  

353 
It's very good about teaching I want to continue my post graduate also in this campus. 
Some students behaviour is only the minus but this is not a responsible for campus. 
Otherwise I have no negative commands  

354 Provide internship  

355 Provide internship 

356 Teachers teaching method will change all student will learn easyly 

357 Let it be as it is 

358 Effort is good teaching  

359 It's all ok teachers are really excellent  

360 No suggestions 

361 I would recommend the increase of practical lessons than theoretical ones. 



362 Java 

363 Talk like friend 

364 Can you put any video and teach the lessons 

365 Nice 
 


